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Two interacting electrons in a box: An exact diagonalization study
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The behavior of two electrons confined to a three-dimensional box with infinite walls and interacting
with a Coulomb potential is studied using an exact diagonalization technique. The use of symmetry
operators enables the Hamiltonian to be block diagonalized. Apart from the total spin, the
wavefunctions can be classified using three symmetry quantum numbers. The Coulomb integrals are
shown to be amenable to efficient and accurate calculation. The energy of the lowest few eigenstates
of both the singlet (S50) and triplet (S51) are calculated as a function of the box size~i.e., in
effect r s) for a slightly tetragonally distorted box where thez-axis is longer than thex- andy-axes.
The ground state is a singlet function withggg symmetry at all densities. At smallr s , the ground
state has a maximum in electron density at the box center. Upon increasingr s , at r s'8 a.u., the
ground state density acquires a minimum in the box center. At this samer s , the first-excited state
of the singlet manifold changes its symmetry fromggu to ugu, and the corresponding degeneracy
is changed from one to two. The energy-r s curve shows a nonanalytic change in slope. Subsequent
increasing ofr s gives rise to increased localization of the charge density in the eight corners of the
box, which can be identified as the ‘‘Wigner’’ crystal limit of the present model. The physical
exchange-correlation hole is evaluated in the high and low density limits. ©2000 American
Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~00!31542-2#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Interest in correlated electron systems, and electron
change and correlation, is as strong as ever.1,2 In this paper
we study a very simple, possibly the simplest, correla
electronic system with realistic interactions, namely tw
electrons interacting with a Coulomb potential in a b
bounded with infinite walls. The problem is studied in
quasi-exact and nonpertubative way using exact diagona
tion.

The model can be motivated in a number of ways. It i
well-defined and physical interacting system in which ess
tially exact solutions for the ground and excited states can
obtained. The model can be viewed as a quantu
confinement problem, in which the correlation in the syst
can be increased or decreased simply by varying the
size, going from the dense~weakly correlated! to the dilute
~strongly correlated! limit. It is desirable to treat the differen
regimes on the same footing. In addition, the system is
sentially nonuniform ~the hard-wall boundary condition
take care of that!, and the resulting exact solutions may pr
vide different, and complementary, model systems to st
exchange-correlation, as compared to the uniform elec
gas. Part of the motivation of this work, reported in a la
publication, will be the construction of exact exchang
correlation holes, which could provide new input data

a!Electronic mail: alavi@theor.ch.cam.ac.uk
7730021-9606/2000/113(18)/7735/11/$17.00
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constructing approximate density functionals. As Perd
et al.3 have emphasized, the use ofphysical exchange-
correlation holes is essential in constructing such function
within, say, the generalized gradient approximation. Exac
solvable model systems in which the formalism of dens
functional theory4–6 can be implemented provide the ve
rare opportunity to examine, without uncontrolled appro
mations, the complex nature of the exchange-correla
hole. The ‘‘Hooke’s Law’’ helium atom7–10 is one such ex-
tensively studied two-electron model with a central attract
center, in which the electron–nuclear Coulomb attraction
replaced by a harmonic potential. The present system of
electrons confined to a three-dimensional box with no attr
tive center provides a different sort of physical system
which the correlation is between essentially free electro
Although the present system is of considerable concep
interest, applications of related systems to model quan
dots can be envisaged, for example, to investigate the e
of reduced dimensionality~in particular two dimensions!, al-
ternative geometries and confining potentials. These will
pursued in later work. Last, but not least, it is worth stati
that the behavior of many-electron systems can be extrem
complex: studying simple models in which exact solutio
can be obtained may be instructive.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II the gene
method of solution is provided. In Sec. III we discuss t
role of symmetries in this problem. In Sec. IV the evaluati
of the Coulomb integrals in a basis of trigonometric fun
5 © 2000 American Institute of Physics
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tions is discussed in detail. In Sec. V we give details on
calculation of the electron density and exchange-correla
hole. In Sec. VI we report the results of several calculatio
of this system, including energies and wavefunctions. S
tion VII is the conclusion. Two technical appendices give
account of a real-space method to evaluate the Coulomb
tegrals.

II. METHOD OF SOLUTION

It is natural to seek the solutions to the Schro¨dinger
equation for two electrons in a box with infinite potential
terms of trigonometric functions. To this end letC(x1 ,x2)
be a two-body wavefunction, which can be expressed a
product of a spatial wavefunctionC6(r1 ,r2) and a spin
wavefunctionx7(s1 ,s2):

C~x1 ,x2!5C6~r1 ,r2!x7~s1 ,s2!. ~1!

Two types of solutions are present: singlet spin (x2,S50)
and triplet spin (x1,S51), corresponding, respectively, t
symmetric (C1) and anti-symmetric (C2) spatial functions.
We will expand the spatial wavefunction in terms of line
combinations of symmetrized~or anti-symmetrized! sine
functionsFnmlpqr

6 (r1 ,r2):

Fnmlpqr
6 ~r1 ,r2!5Nnmlpqr$unml~r1!upqr~r2!

6upqr~r1!unml~r2!%, ~2!

with

unml~r !5A8

V
sin~npx/Lx!sin~mpy/Ly!sin~ lpz/Lz!, ~3!

where Lx ,Ly and Lz are the box dimensions andV
5LxLyLz is the volume. In~2!, Nnmlpqr is chosen so as to
normalize the function, i.e.,

Nnmlpqr5
1

A212.dnpdmqd lr

. ~4!

In addition, the antisymmetric functionFnmlnml
2 (r1 ,r2) iden-

tically vanishes. If we denote

G5pS n

Lx
,

m

Ly
,

l

Lz
,

p

Lx
,

q

Ly
,

r

Lz
D , ~5!

thenC6(r1 ,r2) can be expressed as:

C6~r1 ,r2!5(
G

cG
6FG

6~r1 ,r2!, ~6!

wherecG
6 are real linear coefficients to be determined, a

the sum overG runs over the set of all positive intege
$n,m,l ,p,q,r %. FG

6(r1 ,r2) form a complete symmetric~or
anti-symmetric! set of basis functions which satisfy th
boundary conditions that the wavefunctions vanish at
boundaries. Therefore, any symmetric~or anti-symmetric!
satisfying the same boundary conditions can be expre
using them.

The two-electron Hamiltonian~in Hartree atomic units
\5me5e251) for the problem at hand is

Ĥ5T̂1Û1V̂, ~7!
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T̂52
1

2 (
i 51

2

¹ i
2, ~8!

Û5
1

ur12r2u
, ~9!

V̂5(
i

v~r i !, ~10!

where

v~x,y,z!

5H 0, for 0,x,Lx , 0,y,Ly , 0,z,Lz ,

`, otherwise.

~11!

In the chosen basis, the kinetic energy is diagonal:

^GuT̂uG8&5
p2

2 S n21p2

Lx
2

1
m21q2

Ly
2

1
l 21r 2

Lz
2 D dGG8 . ~12!

The matrix elements of the Coulomb operator in the basis
sine functions,̂ GuÛuG8&, requires extensive consideratio
and is dealt with in Sec. IV; For the present we assume
the Coulomb matrix elements can be calculated accura
and efficiently.

We seek solutions to the Schro¨dinger equation,

HC65E6C6, ~13!

as an eigenvalue equation in thecG
6 :

(
G8

HGG8cG8
6

5E6cG
6 . ~14!

The procedure is so far exact, and if carried out, the resul
wavefunctionsC6 would be the exact solutions to the pro
lem, including the excited states. It is a matter as to h
many basis functionsFG

6 can be included in practice.
Let nmax denote the highest wavenumber to be allow

in the basis ofu’s @Eq. ~3!#. If we neglect the use of any
additional symmetries, the total number of basis functio
Nbasis

6 for symmetric and anti-symmetric solutions is

Nbasis
6 5

nmax
3.~nmax

361!

2
. ~15!

Evidently, this is a rapidly growing number withnmax. For
example,nmax55 gives Nbasis;7800, andnmax510 gives
Nbasis;500000. In order to make the problem more mana
able we can appeal to symmetries inherent in the tw
electron Hamiltonian.

III. SYMMETRY

A significant reduction in basis set size, and therefo
computational effort, can be achieved by recognizing the r
of symmetry in the present model. In general for a cuboi
box ~with LxÞLyÞLz), there are three symmetry operato
which leave the Hamiltonian~7! invariant, namely reflection
operations in thexy,xz and yz planes, respectively. Thes
correspond to the transformations
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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x→Lx2x, ~16!

y→Ly2y, ~17!

z→Lz2z, ~18!

being applied to the components of all the electrons simu
neously. Let us denote the corresponding opera
P̂x ,P̂y ,P̂z , i.e.,

P̂xC~x1 ,y1 ,z1 ,x2 ,y2 ,z2!

5C~Lx2x1 ,y1 ,z1 ,Lx2x2 ,y2 ,z2!, ~19!

with similar definitions forP̂y and P̂z . It is easily verified
that the symmetry operators each commute with the Ha
tonian, and with each other. Therefore, the eigenstates o
Hamiltonian can be labeled according to the quantum nu
bers of the symmetry operators, which are11 for even func-
tions ~gerade! and 21 for odd functions~ungerade!. The
basis functions can be classified accordingly:

P̂xFnmlpqr5~21!n1pFnmlpqr , ~20!

P̂yFnmlpqr5~21!m1qFnmlpqr , ~21!

P̂zFnmlpqr5~21! l 1rFnmlpqr . ~22!

The overall wavefunctionC can be labeled according t
these three quantum numbers. Thus in general we will h
eight manifolds:

Cggg ,Cugg ,Cgug ,Cuug ,Cggu ,Cugu ,Cguu ,Cuuu ,

and each manifold will contain nonzero components of
basis functionsFnmlpqr with the same symmetry. Therefor
the Hamiltonian block diagonalizes into eight smaller pro
lems, each of which is approximately one-eighth of the s
of the Hamiltonian expressed in the full basis. For examp
the ggg manifold will mix states such asu111111&,
u111113&, u111131&, . . . , etc., all of which haveggg sym-
metry, but not u111112&, u111121&, . . . , etc. which have
ggu symmetry.
o
e-
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Additional symmetries may also exist for special geo
etries of the box. For example, for a cubic box, i.e.,Lx5Ly

5Lz , there are additional reflection and rotational symm
tries. In these cases a further reduction in basis set size
be achieved through the use of appropriately symmetri
combinations of the basis functions. In such cases, som
the manifolds will be degenerate. For example, for a cu
the ggu gugandugg manifolds are degenerate.

IV. COULOMB INTEGRALS

In order to calculate the matrix elements of the Ham
tonian, we need to evaluate the following types of integra

~nmlpqrun8m8l 8p8q8r 8!

[E . . . E unml* ~r1!upqr* ~r2!un8m8 l 8~r1!up8q8r 8~r2!

ur12r2u

3dr1 dr2 , ~23!

whereunml(r ) is given by Eq.~3!. The limits of the integra-
tion run from$x1 ,x2 :0,Lx%, $y1 ,y2 :0,Ly% and$z1 ,z2 :0,Lz%.
The Coulomb integrals between the symmetrized or a
symmetrized basis functions are given by the sum and
ference, respectively, of the direct (nmlpqrun8m8l 8p8q8r 8)
and exchange (nmlpqrup8q8r 8n8m8l 8) integrals:

^FG
6uÛuFG8

6 &52$~nmlpqrun8m8l 8p8q8r 8!

6~nmlpqrup8q8r 8n8m8l 8!%

3NnmlpqrNn8m8 l 8p8q8r 8 . ~24!

It is convenient first of all to transform to scaled units

x185x1 /Lx , y185y1 /Ly , z185z1 /Lz , ~25!

and similarly forx2 , y2 andz2 . In what follows, in order to
keep the notation as uncluttered as possible, we shall refe
x18 asx1 . Defining the ratio of the box vectors as

b5Ly /Lx , c5Lz /Lx , ~26!

we can express the integrals as
26

Lx
E

0

1

. . . E
0

1

sin~npx1!sin~mpy1!sin~ lpz1!sin~ppx2!sin~qpy2!sin~rpz2!

3
sin~n8px1!sin~m8py1!sin~ l 8pz1!sin~p8px2!sin~q8py2!sin~r 8pz2!

ur12r2u
dr1 dr2 , ~27!
led
where

ur12r2u5A~x12x2!21b2~y12y2!21c2~z12z2!2. ~28!

We tried two methods of evaluating this integral:~i! by
transformation to center-of-mass and relative coordinates~ii !
a Fourier-space method. The second method turned out t
more convenient, and will be outlined in detail below. D
tails of the first method are given in Appendices A & B.

In the Fourier method, we first write 1/ur12r2u as a Fou-
rier sum over the wave-vectors of the box:
be

1

ur12r2u
5(

g
vge

ig"(r12r2), ~29!

with

vg5
1

V8
E

V8

e2 ig.r

ur u
dr , ~30!

where the region of integrationV8 runs overs the maximum
possible relative displacements of the two particles in sca
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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units, i.e., $x:21,1%, $y:21,1% and $z:21,1%. Therefore,
V858ab. The wave-vectors which enter the Fourier su
have the form

g5p~gx ,gy ,gz!, ~31!

where gx ,gy ,gz runs over all integers~positive and nega-
tive!. Note that, because of the cuboidal boundary con
tions, the form forvg is not precisely 4p/g2, and is in fact
anisotropic. The method by which the Fourier integral is c
culated is discussed later on. Note also that the vectorg is
unrelated to the vectorG which label the basis functions.

Upon substitution of the Fourier sum~29! into the Cou-
lomb integral~23!, and noting that the exponential functio
eig.(r12r2) factorizes into factors of the formeigxpx1, each of
which can be integrated separately with respect to the Ca
sian coordinates of each particle, we obtain for the integ
~27! ~ignoring numerical factors!:

(
g

vgE
0

1

eigxpx1 sin~npx1!sin~n8px1!dx1

3E
0

1

eigypy1 sin~mpy1!sin~m8py1!dy1

3E
0

1

eigzpz1 sin~ lpz1!sin~ l 8pz1!dz1

3E
0

1

e2 igxpx2 sin~ppx2!sin~p8px2!dx2

3E
0

1

e2 igypy2 sin~qpy2!sin~q8py2!dy2

3E
0

1

e2 igzpz2 sin~rpz2!sin~r 8pz2!dz2 . ~32!

The one-dimensional integrals above can be performed
lytically. It is convenient to define the following notationI k

(0)

and I kmn for the required elementary integrals:

I k
(0)5E

0

1

eikpx dx5H ~21!k21

ikp
, if kÞ0,

1, if k50,

and

I gxmn5E
0

1

eigxpx sin~mpx!sin~npx!dx, ~33!

5
1

4
$I n2m1gx

(0) 1I 2n1m1gx

(0) 2I n1m1gx

(0) 2I 2n2m1gx

(0) %.

~34!

The integral~32! can be conveniently expressed in terms oI
as

(
g

vg .$I gxnn8I gymm8I gzll 8I 2gxpp8I 2gyqq8I 2gzrr 8%. ~35!

In this sum, enoughg-vectors need to be included to achie
convergence. The rate of convergence turns out to be lar
dictated by the Coulomb singularity in the Fourier integ
~30!. Evidently, an evaluation in spherical polar coordina
Downloaded 07 Dec 2001 to 131.111.120.149. Redistribution subject to 
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is desirable, but the cubic boundary conditions are rat
cumbersome to implement in spherical polars. On the ot
hand, a straightforward three-dimensional numerical Fou
transform is only slowly convergent and requires large F
rier transform meshes.

It turns out to be possible to accelerate the rate of c
vergence dramatically by integrating out the Coulomb sin
larity in a manner reminiscent of the Ewald method. To
so, we first write

1

r
5

erf~r /a!

r
1

erfc~r /a!

r
, ~36!

wherea is a conveniently chosen parameter. In this deco
position of 1/r , the first term is regular at the origin:

lim
r→0

erf~r /a!

r
5

2

aAp
, ~37!

and is in fact a smooth function which can be integra
using a relatively coarse grid. The second term in~36! con-
tains the Coulomb singularity, but is short-ranged~depend-
ing on the value ofa), and the limits of integration can b
extended to infinity incurring only a negligible error. Th
value ofa needs to chosen in such a way that the integra
erfc(r /a)/r has essentially vanished forr close to any box
boundary as measured from the center. We shall see
value of the integral is remarkably insensitive to the value
a, as long as it is reasonably chosen. Taking the Fou
transform of the second term of~36! using spherical polars
we obtain

E e2 ig"rerfc~r /a!

ur u
dr5

4p

g2
$12e2a2g2/4%, ~38!

with the g2→0 limit given by pa2.
Gathering all the expressions together, the Fourier co

ficient vg is expressed as

vg5
1

V8
E

V8

e2 ig"r erf~r /a!

ur u
dr1

4p

V8g2
$12e2a2g2/4%, ~39!

and the Coulomb integral becomes

~nmlpqrun8m8l 8p8q8r 8!

5
26

Lx
(

g
vg .$I gxnn8I gymm8I gzll 8I 2gxpp8I 2gyqq8I 2gzrr 8%.

~40!

The convergence of the Coulomb integral as a funct
of the size of the Fourier transform mesh is shown in Figs
and 2 for several cases ofa, as well as the case for which th
error function method is not used~effectively a50). It is
clear that, without the use of the error function, the Coulo
integrals require very large FFT meshes of at least 123,
whereas using the error function convergence is extrem
rapid ~requiring, conservatively, a mesh of 243), and fairly
insensitive to the value ofa.

Several features of the above method commend its
Note that the Fourier coefficientsvg , as well as the integrals
I kmn need to be calculated at the initialization stage once
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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for all, and stored using only a modest amount of memo
The calculation of a given Coulomb integr
(nmlpqrun8m8l 8p8q8r 8) amounts to summing over a set
tabulated values, which can be very efficiently programm
For example, on a medium-size workstation~a 466 MHz
Alpha/Compaq-ds10!, nearly a million Coulomb integrals
can be calculated in approximately five seconds of C
time. For a given set of aspect ratiosb andc, the Coulomb
integral needs to be calculated only once forLx51. The
value of a Coulomb integral for other values ofLx can be
obtained simply through division byLx , as can be seen from
~40!.

The above method was tested in two ways. First,
doing the Coulomb integrals using a ‘‘brute-force’’ metho
with a direct six-dimensional quadrature, and second us
the real-space method outlined in the Appendix. The ‘‘bru
force’’ is of course extremely inefficient computationall
but has the advantage of simplicity, and helps in the weed
out of errors in the algebra, as well as programming. T

FIG. 1. Convergence of the Coulomb integral^1111121uÛu1111121& as a
function of the Fourier transform mesh. The real-space results are calcu
according to the method outlined in the appendices. Note the fast con
gence of the integral for typical values ofa, as well as the insensitivity of
the results to it for reasonable nonzero values ofa.

FIG. 2. The same as Fig. 1 for the symmetric stateu444443&.
Downloaded 07 Dec 2001 to 131.111.120.149. Redistribution subject to 
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second method, in which the center-of-mass is integra
out, is conceptually very simple, but is rather unwieldy,
can be seen in the expressions in the Appendices. Neve
less, it is also fairly efficient, though less so than the Fou
method, and was used as an independent cross-check o
above method. The results are plotted in Figs. 1 and 2.
methods converge asymptotically to the same result, as
should.

A sample of Coulomb integrals are given in Table
From these we see that the Coulomb integrals between s
metric states are always larger that the anti-symmetric o
which is simply a reflection of the fact that the an
symmetric states tend to keep the electrons apart,
thereby lead to a smaller Coulomb interaction. The symm
ric states, on the other hand, have the opposite tendenc
heap the two electrons together, thereby leading to a r
tively less favorable Coulomb interaction.

V. ELECTRON DENSITY AND EXCHANGE-
CORRELATION HOLE

Once a two-electron wavefunctionC(r1 ,r2) has been
obtained as a linear expansion of two-electron basis fu
tions FG ~we omit for clarity the superscripts denoting th
exact quantum numbers such as symmetry! the electron den-
sity and the physical exchange-correlation and correla
holes can be constructed. Here we shall give the express
for future reference. The electron densityn(r ) is given by
the expectation value of the number density operatorn̂(r ):

n̂~r !5(
i

d~r2r i !, ~41!

i.e.,

n~r !5^Cun̂~r !uC&. ~42!

For the present system we obtain

n~r !52E uC~r ,r 8!u2 dr 8 ~43!

52(
GG8

cGcG8SGG8~r !, ~44!

where thecG are the coefficients in the wavefunction expa
sion ~6! and

SGG8~r !5E dr 8 FG~r ,r 8!FG8~r ,r 8!. ~45!

TABLE I. Table of some Coulomb integrals in Hartrees, for a cubic box
Fourier transform mesh of 323 was used for their evaluation.

Symmetric Anti-symmetric

(111111u111111) 3.0478 2

(111112u111112) 3.3198 2.1284
(111221u111221) 2.6922 2.2377
(111222u111222) 2.3606 2.1491
(111311u111311) 3.0102 2.4008
(111321u111321) 2.5940 2.3031

ted
r-
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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The physical exchange-correlation holenxc(r ,r 8) is defined
in terms of the expectation value of the density–density c
relation function evaluated usingC(r1 ,r2):

nxc~r ,r 8!5„1/n~r !…^Cudn̂~r !dn̂~r 8!uC&2d~r2r 8!, ~46!

wheredn̂(r )5n̂(r )2n(r ). For the present two-electron sy
tem, a numerically convenient expression fornxc(r ,r 8) can
be obtained directly in terms of the wavefunction and d
sity:

nxc~r ,r 8!5
2uC~r ,r 8!u2

n~r !
2n~r 8!, ~47!

from which the normalization of the exchange-correlati
hole is immediately apparent:

E nxc~r ,r 8!dr 8521. ~48!

The correlation hole densitync(r ,r 8) can be computed
from nxc(r ,r 8) by subtracting off the exchange-hole dens
nx(r ,r 8), which for a two-electron system is just

nx~r ,r 8!52n~r 8!/2. ~49!

Thus,

nc~r ,r 8!5
2uC~r ,r 8!u2

n~r !
2

n~r 8!

2
. ~50!

Clearly the correlation hole is normalized to zero. The abo
expression ~50! has a useful qualitative interpretatio
uC(r ,r 8)u2 is the probability of finding one electron at pos
tion r and another at positionr 8. Dividing this by the prob-
ability of finding an electron atr , i.e., dividing byn(r )/2,
gives the conditional probability of finding an electron atr 8
given the other one is atr . If this conditional probability is
larger than the probability of finding an electron atr 8, then
nc(r ,r 8) is positive, and if it is less, then it is negative. Whe
are these two situations likely to arise? Supposer 8 is chosen
to be close to the reference pointr . Then, the chances o
finding another electron atr 8 given there is a different one
already atr , is likely to be small, and therefore in the vicin
ity of r , the correlation hole densitync(r ,r 8) will be nega-
tive. On the other hand, ifr 8 is chosen to be a large distanc
away fromr , then the probability of finding another electro
at r 8 may be larger than average~due to correlation!, and
thereforenc(r ,r 8) may bepositive. Electron correlation is
responsible for the positive regions of the exchan
correlation hole. Therefore, by examining the oscillations
nc(r ,r 8) we can obtain a qualitative understanding of t
spatial correlation between the two electrons in any giv
stateC. For example, if there is a physical separation of
two electrons into distinct, localized, regions of space~as it
occurs in the Wigner crystal for example!, then the correla-
tion hole, and the exchange-correlation hole, will be stron
positive at separations characteristic of the lattice constan
the crystal. On the other hand if the electrons are each lar
delocalized throughout all of the available space, the co
lation hole will not be strongly positive, and the exchang
correlation hole density will be predominantly negative.
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We end by noting that the exchange-correlation h
densitynxc(r ,r 8) calculated above isnot appropriate for cal-
culating the Kohn–Sham exchange-correlation ene
Exc@n#, which instead requires the coupling-consta
averaged exchange-correlation hole.6 The latter will be re-
ported in a future publication.

VI. RESULTS

We consider here a tetragonal box, in which one side
5% longer than the other two, i.e.,b51, c51.05. This dis-
tortion is introduced to remove a three-fold degeneracy
the S51 manifold that exists at all densities in the strict
cubic box, and in addition to identify a unique reference ax
For a givennmax, the Hamiltonian was diagonalized using
direct diagonalization method.11 The singlet and triplet
wavefunctions of all eight symmetries~ggg,ggu,..,etc.! were
computed. Since a direct diagonalization method was u
the calculation of the excited states within each manif
could be done with virtually no extra computational co
This feature allowed us to investigate changes in the deg
eracy of the ground and low-lying states as a function
varying density.

It is worth mentioning that the calculations do not r
quire vast amounts of computing, and a typical compl
calculation of the Coulomb integrals, the two-electron wav
functions of the ground and excited states, together with
calculation of the density and exchange-correlation h
takes no more than a few minutes on a small workstation.
a result a large number ofr s values could be studied. In
addition, it indicates that extension to a larger number
electrons, perhaps up to seven or eight electrons, is fea
using state-of-the-art machines.

A. Convergence with n max

We first examine how the total energy of the syste
converges with increasingnmax, as function of r s

5(3V/8p)1/3. We considered values ofnmax from 3 to 7.
Table II gives the total energies for a number ofr s for the
S50,ggg wavefunction, together with the number of bas
functions. The energy decreases with increasingnmax, since

TABLE II. The ground state energies as a function ofL and nmax for a
tetragonal box (b51, c51.05). The state hasggg symmetry andS50.

L/a.u. r s/a.u. nmax Nbasis E/a.u. Relative error

10 5.00 3 76 0.5382323 0.13%
4 288 0.5377711 0.04%
5 1161 0.5376166 0.01%
6 3024 0.5375660 0.005%
7 7984 0.5375406

50 25.0 3 0.0495036 0.6%
4 0.0492487 0.1%
5 0.0491938 0.01%
6 0.0491922 0.003%
7 0.0491908

100 50.0 3 0.0194941 1.7%
4 0.0192253 0.30%
5 0.0191743 0.03%
6 0.0191696 0.007%
7 0.0191682
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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of course it is variational with respect to it. The relative err
is defined with respect to the energy usingnmax57. It can be
seen that increasingr s gives rise to slightly slower conver
gence, as measured by the relative error. Despite this, h
ever, it can be seen that extremely accurate energies ca
obtained, with relative errors of 0.01% usingnmax55, corre-
sponding to approximately 1000 basis functions, and m
accurate energies can be obtained with rather modest c
putational requirements up to aboutnmax57.

We give in Table III a set of low-lying excited stat
energies within several manifolds, which may be of futu
use as benchmark data.

B. Energies vs r s

The lowest energy singlet and triplet states, as well a
number of excited states, were computed fromr s50.5 to 50
in intervals of 0.5 a.u. At smallr s , the leading term in the
energy is dominated by the kinetic energy, and therefore
energy goes asE;A/r s

21B/r s1 • • • , whereA and B are
constants. We have therefore scaled the energies byr s

2 , so
that they tend, in the limit ofr s→0 to a constant, as show
in Fig. 3.

The ground state is aS50 singlet function withggg
symmetry at allr s . As a function ofr s , the singlet ground
state energy appears to change smoothly. By contrast

TABLE III. Ground and excited state energies~in a.u.! of the lowest two
eigenstates within several manifolds. Results are obtained withnmax55.

S50,
ggg

S51,
ggu

S51,
gug1ugg

S50,
ggu

S50,
ugu1guu

L510, (r s55.00)
0.5376166 0.6156424 0.6328357 0.6944830 0.73457
0.7610491 0.8864723 0.8784076 0.9284100 0.86884
L550, (r s525.0)
0.0491938 0.0503273 0.0512285 0.0529397 0.05741
0.0561794 0.0587713 0.0588106 0.0644987 0.06247

FIG. 3. The energies of the ground state and low-lying excited states vr s

for the tetragonally distorted box (b51, c51.05). The overall ground state
is S50,ggg. Note the crossing of theS50,ggu and ugu at r s'8. For
clarity, the energies of the triplet state are shown with the thin lines.
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first-excited state of the singlet manifold exhibits a nona
lytic change of slope atr s'8. This due is to a crossing o
states with different symmetry. Forr s smaller than this
value, the first-excited state of theS50 manifold hasggu
symmetry. It is therefore nondegenerate,~remembering that
the tetragonal distortion is along thez-axis!. At the crossover
point, the states withugg andgug, which are a degenerat
pair in the tetragonal box, drop below theggu manifold.
Thus the first excited state changes its symmetry, and de
eracy, at this cross over. As we shall see below, this cha
signals the onset of a qualitative change in the appearanc
the ground state density. To summarize, therefore, the or
ing of the levels of theS50 manifold is

Eggg,Eggu,Egug5Eugu . . . , for r s,8, ~51!

Eggg,Egug5Eugu,Eggu . . . , for r s.8. ~52!

The lowest energy state of the triplet (S51) manifold has
ggu symmetry at allr s . At all r s studied, the first excited
state of is the degenerate pairgug and ugg. However the
ordering of the remaining states changes several times ar s

is increased and the behavior seems rather subtle. Howe
we can say that the global ordering of the states, taking
the quantum numbers into account, is

Eggg
S50,Eggu

S51,Egug
S515Eugg

S51,Eugu
S50 . . . , for r s,8, ~53!

Eggg
S50,Eggu

S51,Egug
S515Eugg

S51,Egug
S50

5Eugu
S50 . . . , for r s.8. ~54!

C. The ground state wavefunction

It is of some interest to see how the wavefunctio
evolve as a function ofr s . We concentrate here on the ove
all ground state (S50, ggg!. The wavefunction coefficients
are shown in Figs. 4. Asr s increases, there is a smoo
decrease in the contribution of theu111111& basis function,
together with an increase in the contributions from high

FIG. 4. Wavefunction coefficients for theS50,ggg ground state at severa
r s , obtained withnmax54.
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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ggg basis functions such as u111113&,u111131&,
u111311&,u112112&,u121121&,u211211&. In Fig. 5 we show
the contribution of the lowest kinetic-energy basis functi
(u111111&) to the ground state wavefunction asr s increases.
At small r s , the behavior ofuc111111u2 as a function ofr s can

be fit quite well by a stretched exponential of the forme2br s
a

with nonintegera, whereas at higherr s the behavior is bette

fit by a simple forme2(a01a1r s1a2r s
2).

D. The ground state density

The density of the singlet ground state is shown in Fig
as an isodensity plot for several values ofr s , together with
the expectation value of the density along thez andx axes,
i.e., ^n(z)& and ^n(x)&, in Figs. 7 and 8. At high densitie
(r s,7), the electron density has a maximum in the b
center with respect to all three Cartesian axes. Atr s'7, the
density acquires a minimum along thez-axis at the box cen-
ter, while remaining a maximum there along thex- and
y-axes. Atr s'8, the density acquires a minimum along t
x- andy-axes at the center of the box. The asymmetry wh
appears here between the behavior of the electron densi
the z and x,y directions is, of course, due to the tetragon
distortion we have introduced; in a cubic box, these mini
~by symmetry! would all appear at the same value ofr s .
Subsequent lowering of the density gives rise successive
a deeper minimum at the box center, and the simultane
localization of the electrons into the eight corners of the b
This latter state can be viewed as the ‘‘Wigner’’ crystal lim
of the present model. Thus the density ofr s'8 can be iden-
tified as the onset of the ‘‘Wigner’’ crystal. The state can
associated with the density acquiring a minimum not o
with respect to the long axis of the box, but also with resp
to the two short axes.

As noted earlier, at the samer s'8, there is a crossove
of states, changing the first excited state fromggu to gug
symmetry.

Accompanying the transition to the ‘‘Wigner’’ crysta
are noticeable changes in the correlation hole den
nc(r ,r 8) computed from Eq.~50!. Since this is a six-

FIG. 5. The square-amplitude of the coefficient of the lowest kinetic-ene
basis function (u111111&) for the ground state, as a function ofr s .
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dimensional function, visualizing it is difficult. The mai
correlation effect is along the~111! body diagonal; therefore
we show in Fig. 9nc(r ,r 8) along the~111! body diagonal,
i.e., we let

r 85r1l~11̂1!T, ~55!

choosing two reference points forr , i.e., rÄrb and rÄr c

with

rb5~Lx/2,Ly/2,Lz/2!T, r c5~Lx/16,Ly/16,Lz/16!T, ~56!

y

FIG. 6. Singlet (S50,ggg) electron density maps at~a! r s57.0, ~b! r s

510.0, ~c! r s525.0, ~d! r s550.0 for the tetragonally distorted boxb51,
c51.05. The view in~c! and~d! has been rotated around thez-axis to show
the accumulation of electron density in the box corners as the densi
lowered.

FIG. 7. ^n(z)& for the ground state at several densities. Note that a m
mum appears in̂n(z)& at the midway point forr s'7.0.
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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i.e., box center and a box corner, respectively. In Eq.~55! l
is a scalar which measures the distance ofr 8 from r . Let us
consider the observed behavior. Suppose we first fix our
tention at the box center, i.e., letr5rb . For small r s , the
densityn(r ) is a maximum there, and correspondingly t
nc(rb ,r 8) has a deep minimum, and, of course, a nega
value. As we mover 8 along the~111! body diagonal, the
density n(r 8) drops, and, correspondingly,nc(rb ,r 8)
steadily increases towards zero, becoming slightly posit
before attaining zero upon reaching either box corner.
high r s , however, the behavior is quite different. In this ca
the box center is in fact a minimum in density, and, cor
spondingly, althoughnc(rb ,rb) is negative, actually corre
sponds to a local maximum along the~111! direction. As we
move r 8 along the~111! direction, the electron density in
creases~as the electrons are localizing in the box corner!,
and, correspondingly,nc(rb ,r 8) splits into two symmetric

FIG. 8. ^n(x)& for the ground state at several densities. A minimum in
box center is visible forr s510, but not atr s57.

FIG. 9. Correlation hole densitync(r ,r 8).r s
3 for two values ofr s for the

singlet ground state. Two reference pointsr are shown~a! r5rb ; ~b! r
5r c . The pointsr 8 are chosen according to Eq.~55!. On the graphs, the
point l50 corresponds tor 85r , i.e., the position of the pointr 8 coinciding
with that of the reference pointr .
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minima. As we move r 8 towards either box corner
nc(rb ,r 8) becomes strongly positive, indicating a strong
enhanced probability of finding the other electron in a b
corner.

Consider now the reference pointr close to a box corner
~i.e., r5r c). At low r s , the densityn(r ) there is very low.
Therefore the correlation hole starts off close to zero, and
we mover 8 along the body diagonal, it gradually becom
negative, acquiring a shallow minimum in that direction, fo
lowed by a shallow positive maximum. At highr s , asr 8 is
moved along the~111! body diagonal, the correlation hol
first of all acquires a minimum, and then upon moving fa
ther away fromr c along the body diagonal, becomes strong
positive and acquires a maximum. The strong maximum
the correlation hole is arising because the electrons are lo
ized into the box corners, since if we specify one electron
be in the box cornerr c , this greatly enhances the probabili
of finding theother electron in the diagonally opposite bo
corner.

Of course the analogy with ‘‘Wigner’’-crystallization
should not be stretched. In the present system, it is not p
sible for each electron to become strictly localized in a c
ner, as there are only two electrons and eight corners. H
ever, in the low-density limit, the most likely place to find a
electron is in a corner, and, furthermore, if one electron is
one corner, the other electron is in the opposite corner. W
exists in this limit is the strongcorrelation across the body
diagonal of the box.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have studied the quantum-mechan
behavior of two electrons confined to a box with hard wa
in an essentially exact way. An exact diagonalization meth
is used, in which the wavefunctions are expressed as a li
combination of symmetrized or anti-symmetrized trigon
metric functions, which can be further classified according
their symmetry under reflection operations of the cube. T
Coulomb integrals are shown to be amenable to an effic
and accurate calculation. A study of the convergence of
total energy with respect to the maximum wavenumb
shows that down to densities ofr s550, highly accurate en-
ergies can be obtained usingnmax55. A strength of the
present approach is that it does not make assumptions
garding the nodal structure of the ground~ or excited! state
wavefunctions.

Using this method we studied the behavior of the grou
and first few excited states of the system as a function
increasingr s . The ground state is anS50, ggg function at
all densities. A ‘‘Wigner’’ crystal arises asr s is increased,
and the onset of this is associated with the change in s
metry of the first excited state of theS50 manifold.

The present model presents us with a new type of es
tially exactly solvable electronic system. Due to the abse
of a centrally attractive potential, the observed correlation
between free, yet confined, electrons. The computationa
fort required to solve the present two electron system is
tremely modest, with physical results being obtained with
diagonalization of matrices of the order of several hundr
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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The present approach is being extended to a greater nu
of electrons. It may be an ideal model to study a numbe
issues of extraordinary interest, such as electron correla
in ground and excited state density functionals. In additi
since excited states can be calculated, studying ti
dependent problems, and systems in magnetic fields, as
as modeling of quantum dots, is feasible within the curr
framework.
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APPENDIX A: REAL-SPACE EVALUATION OF THE
COULOMB INTEGRALS

We give for interested readers the derivation of the C
lomb integrals using a real-space method and a transfor
tion of variables. Let

x5x12x2 , ~A1!

X5x11x2 , ~A2!

with similar definitions fory,Y and z,Z. The Jacobian for
this transformation is

J~x,X,x1 ,x2!51/2. ~A3!

The limits of integration are changed as follows:

E
x150

1 E
x250

1

dx1 dx2

→ 1

2 S E
x50

1 E
X5x

22x

dX dx1E
x521

0 E
X52x

x22

dX dxD . ~A4!

The Coulomb integral~27! can be transformed using the c
ordinatesx,y,z and X,Y,Z, followed by integration over
X,Y,Z. This can be affected in an elementary though tedi
way. Consider first the factors numerator in the Coulo
integral ~23! which involve the coordinatesx1 andx2:

sin~npx1!sin~ppx2!sin~n8px1!sin~p8px2!

5sinS np
X1x

2 D sinS pp
X2x

2 D sinS n8p
X1x

2 D
3sinS p8p

X2x

2 D . ~A5!

Next we integrate outX from X5x to X522x, leaving only
a function ofx. It is convenient to introduce the following
function of x:

Gnpn8p8~x!5E
x

22x

dX sinS np
X1x

2 D sinS pp
X2x

2 D
3sinS n8p

X1x

2 D sinS p8p
X2x

2 D . ~A6!

A similar function could be defined to handle the seco
integral overX ~from X52x to X5x22) that appears in
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~A4!, but this can be expressed in terms ofGpnp8n8(2x).
Thus the two integrals in~A4! over X appear in the pair:

1

2
$Gnpn8p8~x!1Gpnp8n8~2x!%.

Analytic expressions forG will be provided in Appendix B.
The Coulomb integral can be expressed as a product of t
functions involvingG, multiplied by 1/r . Thus:

~nmlpqrun8m8l 8p8q8r 8!

5
23

Lx
E

0

1E
0

1E
0

1

$Gnpn8p8~x!1Gpnp8n8~2x!%

3$Gmqm8q8~y!1Gqmq8m8~2y!%

3
$Glrl 8r 8~z!1Grlr 8 l 8~2z!%

Ax21b2y21c2z2
dx dy dz. ~A7!

This three-dimensional integral can be evaluated using a
merical grid. In Figs. 1 and 2 are plotted two examples
Coulomb integrals evaluated using this real-space metho

APPENDIX B: EVALUATION OF G

By application of the cosine addition formula,

2 sin~a!sin~b!5cos~a2b!2cos~a1b!,

to the rhs of Eq.~A5!, followed by an expansion of a produc
of sums of cosines, we arrive at

Gnmpq~x!5
1

4Ex

22x

dXFcosS ~n2p!p
X1x

2 D
3cosS ~m2q!p

X2x

2 D2cosS ~n2p!p
X1x

2 D
3cosS ~m1q!p

X2x

2 D2cosS ~n1p!p
X1x

2 D
3cosS ~m2q!p

X2x

2 D1cosS ~n1p!p
X1x

2 D
3cosS ~m1q!p

X2x

2 D G . ~B1!

Each of the above integrals can be done. Let us define

Jkl~x!5E
x

22x

dX cosS kp
X1x

2 D cosS lp
X2x

2 D , ~B2!

in terms of whichG can be expressed as

Gnmpq~x!5
1

4
„Jn2p,m2q~x!2Jn2p,m1q~x!

2Jn1p,m2q~x!1Jn1p,m1q~x!…. ~B3!

There are five cases to be handled, depending on
values ofk and l.

~i! ukuÞu l uÞ0:
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Jkl~x!5
2k sin~kpx!2~k2 l ! „p~k1 l 2 l x !…2~k1 l ! „p~k2 l 1 l x !…

~2k21 l 2!p
. ~B4!
l-

m-
~ii ! uku5u l uÞ0:

Jkk~x!5cos~kpx!2x cos~kpx!1
sin„kp~22x!…

2kp

2
sin~kpx!

2kp
. ~B5!

~iii ! k50, lÞ0:

J0l~x!5
2 sin„lp~12x!…

lp
. ~B6!

~iv! l 50, kÞ0:

Jk0~x!5
22 sin~kpx!

kp
. ~B7!

~iv! k5 l 50:
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